
ActionAid is an international social justice
organisation working in 45 countries for a world
free from poverty and injustice, in which every
person enjoys the right to a life with dignity. We
believe in the power of people to bring change for
themselves, their communities and the whole
societies, and we psocieties, and we provide aid and support
and work closely with them as well as our
partners towards that change.

Be part of a global movement to make things
fairer for everybody by supporting ActionAid. 
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Newsletter

It has been another great year for ActionAid Thailand. We have made remarkable
milestones towards global justice – improving the quality of education in small schools
in nine provinces, reaching out to people to make public transport safer, 
and amplifying the voices of landless and land-poor communities as part of
a network of land rights defenders working in 16 provinces in three regions
of Thailand. 

Thank you for making 2018 a successful jouThank you for making 2018 a successful journey. In 2019, your generosity
will continue to enable us to support a growing network of small schools and,
for the first time, contribute partially to the Safe Cities for Women Campaign
that aims to put an end to sexual harassment and violence in public space.

Happy 2019. We offer our best wishes and happiness to you and your families.

Tauhid Ibne Farid
Country Director
ActionAid Thailand  ActionAid Thailand  
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Programme Highlights
Youth & Education
In July 2018, 12 small schools in Nan Province committed to fully
implement Thinking Tools in class. After one semester, a monitoring
and empowerment session was held between these pilot schools
on 7 September, led by facilitators from Chiang Rai Provincial
Administrative Organization School (CRPAO) which was one of
the first schools in Thailand to adopt the Thinking School methodology
ffrom King’s School in New Zealand. After the session, the Nan
Education Service Area Office endorsed the approach and
included it in the educational development plan.

ActionAid Thailand was able to see vivid evidence of teachers’
lesson planning and student works when the team took a field
assessment visit to Nan, at Muang Yom Witthayakhan School,
Ban Wang Tao School, Ban Nam Lat School, and Ban Hak Han
School between 10-12 DecembeSchool between 10-12 December.

Meanwhile in the central, northeastern and southern regions of
Thailand, the schools supported by ActionAid Thailand use
the education method that comprises Jitta Sueksa, Problem-Based
Learning, and Professional Learning Community. The approach
of these schools was represented by Samut Songkhram Province’s
Wat Amarawadee School, who was invited to share their achievements
at Disruptive at Disruptive World: Transforming Thai Education for Sustainable
Development Goals on 25 October at Bangkok Art and Cultural
Center. The education forum organised by Thai PBS and
the European Union highlighted the importance of Thai education
reform and gathered alternatives from different schools and
organisations to drive public policy through media. Amarawadee
School received as many as 400 guests at their booth and interacted
with school network members fwith school network members from other provinces. 

As 2018 concluded, ActionAid Thailand held Towards 2022,
an operational planning with school network members at Bangkok’s
Mida Hotel Don Mueang Airport from 14-16 December. The three-day
session gathered school directors, teachers, education leaders
and change-makers from 9 provinces to reflect on the current
public education system, share their learnings from using alternative
methods, and develop network operational plans for the next fourmethods, and develop network operational plans for the next four
years to move forward both on regional and national scales.

Activista

The voice of young people has always been a significant part of
ActionAid Thailand’s efforts to make society more just and equal.
This past quarter, we engaged with youth activists, known as
Activistas, more actively than ever: they were part of various
activities during the Climate Justice week (29 August-8 September), 
both behind and befoboth behind and before the scenes. The Activistas participated in
the Rise for Climate march at the United Nations ESCAP Building
on 8 September, supporting and adding to the cries of communities
who had suffered the impacts of global warming and the lack 
of climate actions. 

Thinking Schools & Thinking Tools
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ActionAid Thailand welcomed a new wave of young leaders this
year as our Safe University, Safe Space for All project took off.
On 3-4 November, we organised a workshop where students
deepened their understanding about sexual harassment and
gender equality. In teams, 22 students from five universities in
Bangkok and Chonburi were able to identify problems and take
the lead in driving change in their the lead in driving change in their respective campus. Each group
came up with a project proposal for a small grant that would
make their solution to a targeted gender and harassment issue
a reality. Out of 11 proposals submitted, two from Thammasat
University and Ramkhamhaeng University teams were selected
and announced on 18 November. Stay tuned as we update their
progress on our platforms and Activista Thailand’s Facebook page.

 

The Safe Cities for Women Campaign furthered its impact this past
quarter with collaborations with #DontTellMeHowToDress, a social
campaign that challenges the misconceived notion that blames
women’s appearance when they are sexually assaulted. Campaign
founder Cindy Sirinya Bishop teamed up with the SCC Network
– which comprises ActionAid Thailand, the Women’s Well-being and
Gender and Sexual Justice PGender and Sexual Justice Program, the Women and Men
Progressive Movement Foundation and the Four Slum Region
Network – in organising a self-defense workshop for #TeamPueak
(#TeamButtIn). The project first engaged public interest through a
series of videos sharing how people from students, company
founders, nonprofit employees to celebrities would intervene in
a sexual harassment incident as a bystander. #TeamPeuak 
Facebook page followers could submit their own tips and winFacebook page followers could submit their own tips and win
a place at the self-defense workshop on 21 October at Crossover
Gym. On the day, 50 participants not only felt more empowered
to speak up and fight for themselves, but also learned practical
self-protection and intervention techniques from a professional
team at JDT Combative. The tips and techniques were also shared
through how-to videos such as “How to Respond to Sexual
Harassment” and “5 Harassment” and “5 Ways You Can Butt In”, which are available
at https://www.facebook.com/pg/SafeCitiesForWomen/videos

Since meeting with the Ministry of Transportation and bus operator
the Transport Company in March and April, the Safe Cities for
Women Campaign has reached a significant milestone in policy
advocacy: on 20 November, the Transport Company began
conducting trainings for chauffeurs and staff in order that they
have cleahave clearer understanding of sexual harassment and are able to
help the victim and deal with the perpetrators. 

On 22 November, a press conference was held at Mochit Bus
Terminal to announce the training programme along with a
handbook and an e-learning platform on sexual harassment,
https://www.teampueak.org. The website is not exclusive for
Transport Company employees alone; other transport companies
as well as the general public can educate themselves on the free
platform. This collaboration between one of Thailandplatform. This collaboration between one of Thailand’s biggest
bus operators and the SCC Network is the first concrete joint effort
between civil society and a public transport service in putting an end
to sexual harassment on public transport.

Women’s Rights
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Economic empowerment
ActionAid Thailand’s visit to the deep south on 26-28 September
marks a new chapter of our women’s economic empowerment
project. We visited three communities in conflict-ridden areas of 
Narathiwat and Pattani Provinces to study the feasibility of potential
empowerment initiatives. We gained insights about the present
geopolitical and cultural context as well as each communitygeopolitical and cultural context as well as each community’s
challenges. For instance, meeting with the committee of Ittihad
savings group and Loyfah Ban Chumbok Cooperative in Takbai
District, Narathiwat, we learned about factors that had posed
challenges in the group’s operation, such as lack of skillful labour
and expertise, budget liquidity and government intervention. 

We also visited Moo 1, Cho-airong District in Pattani, where the
local community has been trying to form a savings glocal community has been trying to form a savings group and
develop small enterprises, namely small-scale black pepper and
lime farming and made-to-order bakery, as an additional source
of income to rubber cultivation. We learned that more market
study and more access to land and skill training would open up
considerable growth opportunity.

In addition, we travelled to Khok Poh District, where the local
womenwomen’s group increase family income by producing and selling
coconut oil, dishwash, soap bars and other self-care products.
In order to transition to a bigger or even international market, they
plan to register the products and standardising their brand and quality.  

ActionAid Thailand sees a huge opportunity to strengthen women’s
groups and boost their capacity to generate additional income
for their community. We will be working with our partner Chumchon-
sattha Foundation to fill the gaps, supporting each gsattha Foundation to fill the gaps, supporting each group in 
meeting their goals in a sustainable way, such as providing more
access to land and resources, marketing channels, marketing
strategy and training of specific skill sets.

 
 

Climate justice
On 4-9 September, the United Nations Climate Change Convention
held an intersessional round of negotiations in Bangkok.
The meeting, also known as SB48 Bangkok, aimed to make
preparation for the COP24 conference in December in Katowice,
where 190 nations finalised implementation guidelines of the
Paris Paris Agreement, which will take effect in 2020.

Seeing an opportunity to influence policy makers on climate
justice, ActionAid Thailand, ActionAid International and civil
society partners and alliances organised a week long of activities
to address urgent climate issues and amplify the voices of
communities who face the direct effect of climate change.

On 29 August, a workshop was held at Chulalongkorn University,
to brief partner oto brief partner organisations and community leaders on the
negotiations and current climate situation, before gathering
demands to be put forth to local and international governments. 
The demands, along with impacts of climate change on other

The 8 September march put a spotlight on climate issues such as
mitigation, reparations, and adaptation, coastal erosion and 
land title, coal use, and gender justice in climate justice. 
                                 Photos: Pongsit Nopmaneepaisan

Asian communities, were made public at the press briefing on
3 September at Foreign Correspondent Club of Thailand and
the People’s Hearing Forum on 6 October at Nuevo City Hotel,
where community representatives and civil society from across
the Global South made an urgent call that rich countries own up
to their responsibilities and make progress on climate finance. 

As the Bangkok confeAs the Bangkok conference came to a close, on 8 September,
an international mobilisation march was held outside the UN ESCAP
Building. It was one of the 820 actions under the banner Rise for
Climate in 91 countries around the world. The Bangkok action
was staged by ActionAid, Asian People’s Movement and
Development, Climate Watch Thailand, Asia Climate Change
Consortium, Women’s Environment and Development Organisation,
with ActionAid Thailandwith ActionAid Thailand’s youth Activistas and local partners,
namely the Inner Gulf of Thailand Conservation Network,
Pathumthani Network, and the Thai Network for Disaster Management.

EU-Funded Project: Rights to
Land and Natural Resources
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Fundraising News
Donor visit 
On 17 November 2018, ActionAid Thailand donors visited Wat
Don Pho Thong School in Suphanburi Province to gain insights
about our work in education development. There, our supporters
learned from hands-on experience about educational innovations
Jitta-sueksa and Problem-Based Learning as well as other ways
of the Small School Network such as positive psychology, life
skills and fskills and freedom activities, and community participation.

We would like to extend our gratitude to the donors who generously
contributed a special fund of 35,000 baht, in support of outdoor
learning area construction and classroom desk and chair renovation,
which put huge smiles on the school children’s faces. We, along
with our friend, Ewan Newbigging-Lister from ActionAid UK, also had
an opportunity to participate in building the learning area and
rrestoring old classroom desks and chairs.

It is our honour to be able to connect our donors with the small
schools they support, having them experience the fruits of their
kindness in the way that reading about them alone would not suffice.  

We look forward to having our donors join us again mid-2019.
More information will be revealed soon.

Meanwhile in the central, northeastern and southern regions of
Thailand, the schools supported by ActionAid Thailand use the

Who owns the sea?
On 29-30 October, Thomson Reuters Foundation, with the cooperation
of ActionAid Thailand, visited Phuket Province to hear from the Urak
Lawoi Chao Lay, or “sea gypsy”, communities about land and
resource rights conflicts, and how tourism development and conservation 
efforts are affecting their way of life and livelihood. Read the full
storstory, written by Rina Chadran, at http://bit.ly/2LrxF3a      

The voice of community members is also featured in the feature
piece titled “The Final Frontier: Who owns the oceans and their
hidden treasures?” by Zoe Tabary and Claudio Accheri, echoing
the struggle of indigenous people around the world who are
fighting for the recognition of their rights to land and resources.
Read it here: http://bit.ly/2S1WWmO 

Land is lifeLand is life
Celebrating the 44th anniversary of Farmers Union of Thailand,
People’s Movement for a Just Society (P-Move), together with
ActionAid Thailand, the European Union, Northern Development
Foundation, Chumchomthai Foundation on 17-18 November
hosted Land is Life Expo: Overcoming Thailand’s Land Rights Crisis
at Thammasat University, Tha Phra Chan campus. 
   

Gathering over 1,000 farmers, ethnic minority representatives,
students and academics from across the country, the expo provided
a platform to address and solve Thailand’s current land rights issues
in order to ensure the people’s access to land as the fundamental
source of livelihood and to reduce socioeconomic disparity. 
Panel discussions covered a range of “Thai Land” topics, from
the National Park Act and the NCPOthe National Park Act and the NCPO’s “take back the forests”
order, ethnic minority and indigenous land protection, community
land title policy, land banking policy, to infrastructure and public
policy for the Thai Eastern Economic Corridor (ECC). At the end
of the second day, the people’s measures of change were presented
to a panel of political party representatives, who will go on to
address and factor in the former’s proposition in the decision room. 

Latest data shows 80% of land is owned by 20% of the
population, 70% of whom leave the land uncultivated,
losing approximately 127,384 million baht of economic value
each year. Meanwhile, the majority of farmers are landless 
or own no more than 5 rai of land to secure their livelihood. 
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Support our works through a new collection of ActionAid Thailand
charity gifts. 

Proceeds from every sale go to supporting our programme that
ensures small schools in rural Thailand can provide quality
education to children and our efforts to make public transport safer
for all. Help us make a real difference today.

For puFor purchase and inquiries, contact our fundraising team at
(66) 02-279-6601-2 ext. 113.

Charity Gifts

ActionAidThailand           ActionAidThai           
ActionAidThailand           www.actionaid.or.th

                              

 

Scan this QR code to visit our Facebook page,
using LINE or QR Reader applications. 

Or stay updated on our work via these channels:

 

Visit Us

Publication
Stop Sexual Harassment:
“Butt In” Manual for Public
Transport Staff

A feminist leader is someone who enables
others to lead, building power with them
as opposed to over them. 

Organisational Updates

A manual on sexual harassment
prevention published by the Safe
Cities for Women Network is
available for download. Although
the title addresses public transport
service employees, anyone could
and should and should read it. Download at
https://bit.ly/Butt-In-Manual 

 

Feminist leadership:
the ActionAid way
The work of ActionAid Thailand is guided by feminist and human
rights-based principle. As we shift power through empowerment,
solidarity, campaigning and building alternatives so that every person
can enjoy a life of dignity and freedom from oppression, we
continue to make progress on Transformative Feminist Leadership
within our organisation: in August, ActionAid Thailand held a capacity
building and feminist leadership building and feminist leadership reflection workshop for staffers, with
Women’s Rights Officer Varisa Sinthusake and Programme and
Partnership Development Consultant Raphaelle Lecler helming the
discussion. The workshop was conducted within the framework
of “Top Ten Basics of Feminist Leadership in ActionAid” that
ActionAid Federation colleagues had developed over recent years
while looking through the lens of local and organisational contexts
for practical implementation.  for practical implementation.  
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